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Good afternoon and welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine It has been an exceedingly busy week with as I mentioned last time,
the BIG news that we have a pair of Miller Aero 75 Tripods to be won!
If you are a current subscriber, you are already in the draw, but if not, then
simply register by filling in the popup that will appear on our website at www.
australian-videocamera.com.
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I have a whole bunch of reviews on the go, and this week managed to complete one on the new Zhiyun Smooth Q4 which is designed specifically for
smartphones and is very capable indeed.
I have also included a list of shooting tips if you have a 360° camera such as
GoPro MAX or similar, a review of the brilliant DaVinci Speed Editor in conjunction with Resolve itself and a blast from the past, Steve Hullfish from “The
Art of the Cut” interviews long time Top Gear / The Grand Tour editor, Dan
James.
All this and an expanded news section too. Keep safe everyone and as always, thanks for supporting us.
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EDITORIAL
News From Around The Industry

See https://contests.picter.com/leica-become-a-witness for more info.

Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be GoPro has a Sale On
of interest to you. Sometimes there is If you buy 2 or more mounts, accessories or 'lifestyle gear' they'll give you
lots, sometimes very little.
a discouint of 15%. And they rteckon
If you have material you want the
they'll better that if you subscribe.
wider world to know about, send it to
More here
me via david@auscamonline.com

(and subscribe from there too if you
want)

Neumann and Merging Technologies
join forces

German studio specialist Neumann.
Berlin and Swiss company Merging
Technologies - one of the world's
leading manufacturers of high- resolution digital audio recording systems
– will now be working together unCalling All Photographers
der the umbrella of the Sennheiser
group. Sennheiser has taken over the
shares of Merging Technologies entirely. With this step, Neumann.Berlin
Discounted Training
The history of the world is told through Ripple Training are offering 30% of will enlarge its range of high-quality
stories, and photographers have al- their training courses for Final Cut Pro, audio solutions.
ways played a big part in capturing DaVinci Resolve, Motion and more.
See www.neumann.com for more.
these stories.
It's at https://www.rippletraining.
With a single image, they bear wit- com/product-category/all-tutorials/ Hollyland Releases Lark M1.
ness to fleeting moments that serve
The lightweight Lark M1 features Holas testimony to our world. That is why
lyland’s exclusive, innovative HearDigistor Newsletter Now Out
Leica is committed to showcasing the
Clear noise cancellation technology,
Digistor has has sent out its monthly
talent of photographers around the
plus hi-fi sound quality, 650ft (200m)
newsletter to its subscribers. If you
world in its global brand campaign,
line-of-sight range, and superior cost
don't receive it, you can view it here
'THE WORLD DESERVES WITNESSES'.
performance
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HARDWARE
This system is perfect for video pro- connection flexibility, and picture workshops during the incubator’s
duction, outdoor shooting, live quality, while delivering excellent second year of programming.
streaming, vlogging, interviews, low light performance.
Podcasting, and remote conference. Two packages are available,
solo and duo, for diverse user demands.
See the full release here.

See more here

Attagirl Wraps Second Year of Programming

Maxon / Red Giant Updates
Maxon / Red Giant has a surprise
June update with enhancements
and optimized workflows for Maxon
One.

Global film incubator Attagirl has
wrapped its second year program, This is not just your average anticiBirdDog Announces Availability of
supporting women and non-bina- pated service pack release.
its NDI® PTZ Camera
ry filmmakers, with $35,000 being
Maxon One artists can put these
BirdDog (www.BirdDog.tv) today awarded to winning teams.
great new capabilities to work imannounced the immediate avail- The flagship program, which is sup- mediately
ability of its newest NDI® PTZ cam- ported by Screen Australia, the BritSee all the features here
eras, the BirdDog P110 and P120.
ish Film Institute (BFI) and Telefilm
Debuted at NAB 2022 in Las Ve- Canada, progressed seven teams See more stories on our website at
gas, the BirdDog P110 and P120 set through its two-stage industry-led www.australian-videocamera.com
a new standard in format support,
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HARDWARE

Review: Zhiyun Smooth Q4 Gimbal)
In 1983, three memorable things
happened. Firstly, Australia won
the America’s Cup via one Mr
Alan Bond and a slippery yacht
out together by a brilliant designer, the late Ben Lexcen.

imagine, and that are also cameras
(and many other things).

If ’83 then was the Year of the Computer, this is surely the Month of
the Gimbal. In the last 6 weeks or
so there has been an avalanche
Second, Time Magazine awarded of gimbals appear on the market,
its (then) Man of the Year to The notably from the two biggies in the
Computer (well the IBM PC in real- game, DJI and Zhiyun.
ity). And thirdly, my tenure at Tandy
Computers was coming to an end The latest to arrive is the Zhiyun
Smooth Q4 Combo a smaller unit
after 5 years.
designed specifically for smartWho would have thought then what phones.
technology we could have now?
And it has a particular suite of party
Cameras still took “film” and would tricks that take it above the norm.
for some time to come, data was
stored on floppy disks, and hard At its most basic, the ZHIYUN Smooth
disks, if you could get one, cost a Q4 is a 3-axis gimbal letting you tilt,
fortune (around $6K for 8 MEGA- pan and roll your smartphone). The
BYTES and mobile phones were a roll x-axis is used to keep the smartphone’s horizon level. Of course
futuristic dream for StarTrek fans.
there is more to it than just that.
Now we have mobile phones with
more memory than we could ever As well as a screw in tripod, a nice
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HARDWARE

Review: Zhiyun Smooth Q4 Gimbal)
touch is the built-in selfie stick. Sort
of. Basically, the main body of the
Smooth Q4 can be extended out to
a length of 215mm thus giving more
flexibility when shooting. Also clever
is a magnetic detachable LED light
(supplied with different coloured filters) that pumps out an impressive
141LUX.

the gimbal in a single direction. The
front mounted trigger switches the
smartphone orientation from landscape to portrait via a triple press.
But it’s when using the app that the
Smooth Q4 really shines.

You can make the gimbal pan and
tilt, zoom in or out of your subject
and trigger the recording on and
Once you have the smartphone
off all from the app.
on the gimbal and balanced – a
30 second operation and a much Also clever is a Follow and Shoot
easier process than some of its big- mode. If you have the smartphone
ger brethren – the Smooth Q4 com- and gimbal on the tripod, by raising
municates with the phone via Blue- you palm it causes the gimbal to
tooth and an app. This means that track your face, including panning
no cables are necessary and also and tilting as needed. Very usegets rid of the problem if you have ful for doing one person pieces to
an older phone not supporting USB- camera when you don’t want to be
C.
static but instead move around.
To change operation, a Mode but- Read the complete review includton on the Smooth Q4 changes how ing pricing here.
the gimbal reacts. Eg F mode kicks
in pan and tilt whilst L mode locks
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EDITING (NLE)

DaVinci Resolve with DaVinci Speed Editor
Now let’s see. If you were thinking of just starting out in the
wonderful world of video editing
– or indeed, even having a rethink on your current setup
- and wondered what NLE
to use, where would you
start?

Regular readers will remember
some time back I waxed lyrical
about the Blackmagic Design Da
Vinci Resolve 16 keyboard (read

Features? Price?” Workflow?
Operating systems its available on? Plugins compatibility? Associated applications
such as image editing, motion graphics and 3D?
Common sense says all
these factors should be brought
into play of course, but I reckon
Blackmagic Design has recently
thrown a huge curved wobbly into
the mix.
And that curved wobbly is called
the Da Vinci Resolve Speed Editor.
So What Is It?
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Consisting of a series of dedicated
buttons, keys and a big jog / shuttle wheel, old timers will be instantly
taken back to the workflow of the
old analogue way of editing,
but with the huge convenience of the digital way of
doing things.
And as the name suggests,
it does speed up editing.
Dramatically.
Buttons and Keys

about it here). Well, the Speed
Editor is sort of like its little brother
(or sister). It’s an elegant piece of
beautifully engineered hardware
especially particularly designed to
complement the Cut Page command structure of the da Vinci Resolve NLE from version 17 onwards.

Segmented into different
panels depending on the
type of commands or function, and to a degree also colour
coded, it rapidly becomes second
nature to use the Mark and Trim
In / Out buttons, Ripple Overwrite,
Smart Insert, Append and Close-Up
buttons.
I especially like the Source button
letting you see all your assets in a

EDITING (NLE)

DaVinci Resolve with DaVinci Speed Editor
media pool bin as one long clip delineated by separators allowing you
to quickly and easily shuttle up and
down to find segments to add to
the timeline, just as if it was
a single tape.

For all the details, you can click
here.
Why Is This Such a Game Changer?

There are also 9 dedicated camera buttons, video / audio only keys, and
a Sync Bin button which
shows all the clips on separate timelines but synced
via timecode.
This allows very fast choosing and inserting of footage from different camera angles
to create a more interesting story
without having to manually sync up
footage.
Connectivity to your PC, Mac or LUNIX based Da Vinci system is via either USB Cable (which oddly is not
supplied), or via Bluetooth.

Let’s do some background work to
answer that question.
Say you were looking at Adobe
Creative Cloud as your preferred
editing environment as you want
Premiere Pro and After Effects, with
Photoshop as an added benefit.

only available via subscription from
Adobe (for Mac and PC) and will
set you back AUD$76.99 per month
for all the apps (20+) or AUD$59.98 /
month for just Premiere and
After Effects. Photoshop
adds another AUD$30
to that, so obviously the
complete Creative Cloud
suite is the way to go.
If Vegas Pro Suite (with
Vegas Pro, Effects and Image) takes your fancy, as
a purchase that’ll set you
back approx. AUD$1400
based on current exchange rates and is of course PC
only.
To see the rest of this story, please
click here

This as you probably know is now
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TUTORIAL

Tips: Shooting 360 / VR Footage
Shooting 360° video requires
approaching a project from a totally different mindset than “traditional” video. The main difference is obvious – there
is no specific focal point
as the lenses are capturing everything, and this
is where the majority of
problems stem from of
course.

bet the crux of this is to do
with motion. Anyone who
has ever suffered from seasickness will know instantly

Not in any necessary order,
here are some of the things
you need to be aware of
and some possible “fixes”
and suggestions.

1. One of the biggest
issues of 360° / VR
is the inescapable
fact that it makes
some people feel physically
ill. Now I am no scientist or
student of the mechanics of
the brain, but I am willing to
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what I mean. For this reason,
make sure you don’t – EVER
– walk around with a 360°
camera doing handheld

shots. You might get by with
a gimbal, but the surest way
to get steady footage is
to use a tripod at all times.
Which leads us neatly
into …
2.
As a 360° camera picks up almost
everything, if you are
tripod mounted then
it’s pretty certain that
imagery of the tripod
will end up in the
footage you shoot.
This is Not Good. The
way around this is to
use a light stand as
against a full on tripod which obviously
has the assorted levers and things hanging of it. But why not use a
monopod you ask? Because
…
3. If you are holding a mono-

TUTORIAL

Tips: Shooting 360 / VR Footage
pod, then YOU will end up
in the shot and this is usually
not the way you want the
footage to look is it? Generally, when shooting 360°
video, you need to be out
of sight of the camera to get
clean footage. But, you say,
how can I then know what I
am shooting? Well …
4. Make sure the camera you
purchase has an app for
your smartphone or tablet.
We use QooCam, VUZE and
Ricoh cameras which all
offer this functionality letting
you control the camera and
see what is in “frame” so to
speak (although of course
the “frame” is a sphere not a
rectangle as there are multiple lenses getting specific areas of the whole scene and
these are then “stitched”
together which …

5. … can also cause issues
as sometimes, depending on the scene, the
“stitch” can be seen and if

there is an object in that
stitch line, it can appear
distorted or fuzzy. The antidote (as much as possible)
is to shoot some footage

while you walk around the
camera and then render
that footage out so you can
see if and where there are
any stitch line issues. As these
cameras mature, along with
the relevant software, thankfully this is becoming less and
less of a problem, but it is
wise to be aware of it along
with another issue with 360°
camera lenses and that is to
6. … make sure your lenses
are spotless with no smudge
marks. Yes, I know we habitually do that with normal
cameras and camcorders,
but as 360° camera lenses
tend to protrude and bulge
outwards, they are even
more susceptible to a random finger mark or worse.
See the rest of the tutprial here
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INTERVIEW

Win a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod worth over A$1000
Key Features:

• Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
• Wide payload range up to 5 kilograms
• Selectable counterbalance
• Bubble level indicator
• Durable lightweight aluminium alloy construction
• 3 year warranty
Made in Australia
Build Material for Legs: Carbon Fibre | Alloy

Simply go to www.australian-videocamera.com and fill in the popup to enter!
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INTERVIEW

Art of the Cut: Top Gear / The Grand Tour
Most regular readers will know
I am an unashamed fan of Top
Gear / The Grand Tour; the
show(s) as well as the techniques
used in filming and putting them
together. Well, in a recent search
for some ideas on how they have
created certain scenes, I came
across an article – an interview
really – by journalist Steven
Hullfish from the ProVideo Coalition with long time editor of both
shows, Dan James.

One of the most popular shows on
the planet was the BBC’s Top Gear.
When that show left the BBC, it was
essentially picked up by Amazon
Prime Video and renamed Grand
Tour, where it is coming to the end
of its second season, with the third
already in the works. Dan James has
been a long-time editor on both series, and we discussed what it took
to edit the big-budget car show.

Steven Hullfish

they’re shot with three ARRI Alexas.
Then there are three lots of Panasonic LUMIX GH4s for each presenters in-car cameras and a GH5 for the
drone. Plus lots of GoPros.
HULLFISH: How is footage getting
back to you from the field?
Dan James: It’s shipped back on
transport drives. The data wrangler
on set transcodes everything to DNxHD36.

(This interview was transcribed with
HULLFISH: So you’re cutting in Avid.
SpeedScriber. Thanks to Martin BakHow scripted are these stories?
I contacted Steve and he has giv- er at Digital Heaven)
Dan James: With some of the films,
en permission to re-publish this
not as much as you might think. For
article in full. I am sure you’ll HULLFISH: Tell me a little bit about
the production itself. It seems like
instance, for one of the hour and a
agree it is fascinating reading.
there’s always a lot of cameras
half ‘specials’ we do every year, you’ll
Steve Hullfish has also authored
going. There must be a massive
have the meet up at the start of the
a book called, The Art of the Cut
amount of footage that you’re gofilm where they arrive in 3 different
and I urge you to check it out..
ing through.
vehicles: that is very well scripted.
Beyond that, it’s usually just a rough
Dan James: It is a huge amount of
guide as we’ll know where they’re goReprinted with permission
footage. For what we call a “threeing but because they’re all such good
header” – with all three presenters –
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INTERVIEW

Art of the Cut: Top Gear / The Grand Tour

Steven Hullfish

car journalists they know there has
to be ‘car content’ on the way as well
as situations and general mucking
about to keep the story going. Decisions are made on the ground on that
day.

With the short track tests, where
you’ve just got one presenter in a car
going around a track, those are very
tightly scripted because we need to
bring them in at six or seven minutes. Those are six or seven pages

and you don’t really expand beyond
that.
HULLFISH: So are you personally
cutting only individual stories in the
show, or are you cutting the entire
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INTERVIEW

Art of the Cut: Top Gear / The Grand Tour
episode?
Dan James: We cut what they call
the insert films. We don’t really get
involved in the studio. The studio
shoots are done right at the end of
the year but we’re working months
and months in advance, getting all
the films ready
HULLFISH: I also feel like some of
the stories are broken up with other
stories in between them. Do you
make the choice of where to cut to
another story?
Dan James: Yes, say with a 30
minute film, we’ll decide quite a bit
in advance where to break it between
part one and part two.
HULLFISH: I did the same thing on
The Oprah Winfrey Show for about
a decade: cutting the insert stories, but then someone else was in
charge of piecing the stories and
the studio together.
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Steven Hullfish

I would guess that there’s a lot of
improv. Talk to me a little bit about
dealing with all that improv in the
edit.

HULLFISH: How are you shaping the
material? Working with a writer or
producer before you start cutting?
Is someone doing a paper edit?

Dan James: Well, you just have to
lay it all out. We shoot so much It’s
almost mind-boggling and now although we’re in the realm of 4k we’re
still shooting actuality like proper
reality. People will shoot 4K dramas
and films in 4K but the shooting
ratio there is very low. We’re still
shooting 150 or 200:1 sometimes.
It’s astounding how much we have
to look through to get the real gems
out of this but you have to shoot this
much stuff in case something happens on the road. The in-car cameras
have to roll all day. Nine hours a
day on the big road trips three cameras in each car, 2 x POV and a ‘face
cam’. I always joke that our servers
in the edit are the size of a room ‘cos
it’s all in 4K.

Dan James: With the director, we’ll
sit down and go through the basic
structure of it, but generally I’m
personally left alone quite a bit of the
time. We’ve got an awful lot of freedom. The executive producer, who is
Andy Wilman, and Jeremy, will have
the final say editorially but the director and I are the ones that shape the
piece.
With something easier, like the single
header track tests, it’s tightly scripted
so you concentrate on the rhythm of
the film instead and you can almost
apply a formula when you’re doing
those – a kind of ‘hold and release’
thing.
You can read the rest of the story
here

